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Josephson current in ferromagnet-superconductor tunnel junctions
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We present a phase diagram of a ferromagnetic superconductor~FS! in T-h plane withT the temperature and
h the effective exchange field, in which a first-order phase-transition line separates the superconducting region
from the normal-state region. The Josephson currents in an FS/I /FS junction~with I denoting thin insulating
layers! are calculated as a function of the temperature, exchange field, and insulating barrier strength. It is
found that the presence ofh always suppresses the Josephson critical current at higher temperatures, or for
weak barrier strength, or for a parallel configuration of the magnetic moments of two FS electrodes. The only
exception that the critical current increases withh occurs if all three conditions are satisfied: at low tempera-
tures, for strong barrier strength, and in an antiparallel configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Josephson effect at superconductor/insula
superconductor (S/I /S) junctions has been a most interesti
subject. Unlike single-particle tunneling, the tunneling
Cooper pairs can lead to a finite supercurrent~or Josephson
current! flowing across theS/I /S junction in the absence o
bias voltage. The Josephson current is given byI 5I c sinf
whereI c is the critical current andf is the phase difference
between the two superconducting electrodes. In recent y
the ferromagnet~F! has been introduced to the Josephs
tunnel structure, giving rise to some new physical effects.
an example, if very thin insulating layers in aS/I /S junction
are replaced by thin ferromagnetic layers, a new type
S/F/S Josephson junction is formed.1–10 In the S/F/S junc-
tions the tunneling electrons with spin-up and spin-down
perience different potentials inF, and the Andreev reflection
at F/S interfaces plays an important role in the properties
theS/F/S junction.5,7,9With increasing the exchange field i
F, the Josephson current displays a damped oscillatio
change of its sign from positive to negative corresponding
a transition from a zero phase difference between twoSelec-
trodes to a phase difference off5p, ~the so-called ‘‘p ’’
junction!. Very recently, Bergeret, Volkov, and Efetov11 pro-
posed a Josephson tunnel junction of twoF/S bilayers sepa-
rated by a thin insulating film. On the assumption that a t
F/S bilayer is equivalent to a homogeneous ferromagn
superconductor~FS!, the S/F/I /F/S structure may be sim
plified as a FS/I /FS junction. They found that the presen
of an exchange field may increase the critical current in
S/F/I /F/S junction in the case of an antiparallel alignme
of the magnetization in the ferromagnets at low tempe
tures. However, this conclusion was drawn by using the t
neling Hamiltonian approach, in which a strong barr
strength is assumed for the thin insulating layers. It is hig
desirable to clarify the effect of the barrier strength on
Josephson current in such a FS/I /FS tunnel junction, as wel
as its dependence on the temperature and exchange fie

Coexistence of superconductivity and ferromagnetism
attracted much attention recently.12–14 It was predicted in
early 1960’s by Fulde and Ferrel15 and Larkin and
0163-1829/2002/65~13!/134507~6!/$20.00 65 1345
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Ovchinnikov16 ~FFLO! that pairing still can occur when elec
tron momenta at the Fermi energy are different for two s
directions, for instance as the result of an exchange field
an FS. Unlike the conventional Cooper pair, in which tw
electrons have opposite spins and momenta (K↑,2K↓), the
‘‘FFLO’’ pairing in the presence of an exchange field has
finite center-of-mass momentumQ}2h/\vF and conse-
quently leads to a spatially modulated superconducting o
parameter, where 2h is the exchange energy correspondi
to the difference in energy between the spin-up and sp
down bands, andvF is the Fermi velocity. The ‘‘FFLO’’ state
with @(K1Q/2)↑,(2K1Q/2)↓# was never observed in bul
materials. It stems from the fact that in a bulk ferromagneh
is at least two orders of magnitude larger than the energy
D0 of a bulk superconductor, while the normal state is rec
ered as soon ash exceedsD0 /A2, which is called Clogston
criterion17 at zero temperature. However, this criterion m
be satisfied for a thinF/S bilayer whose effective exchang
field h and effective superconducting order parameterD may
be of the same order of magnitude.11

The purpose of this paper is twofold. The first one is
study the coexistence of superconductivity and ferrom
netism in a FS. Although the coexisting conditionh
,D0 /A2 was known at zero temperature, it has not yet be
very clear at finite temperatures. By solving self-consisten
the superconducting order parameterD(T,h) from the
Bogoliubov–de Gennes~BdG! equation18 and calculating the
difference in thermodynamic potential between the superc
ducting and normal states, we obtain a boundary line inT-h
plane, which separates the superconducting region from
normal-state region. The other purpose of this paper is
extend the approach of Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk19 to
study the Josephson current in FS/I /FS junctions. Analytic
expressions for the Josephson currents in parallel and
parallel alignments of the magnetizations in two FS’s a
obtained as a function of the temperature, exchange fi
and barrier strength. In the limit of strong barrier streng
they reduce to the results obtained recently in theS/F/I /F/S
junction.11 If h is taken to be zero, the expression for t
Josephson current in a nonmagneticS/I /S tunnel junction20
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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will be reproduced. It is found that the presence of an
change field usually reduces the Josephson critical curre
the FS/I /FS junction. Only on condition of strong barrie
strength, low temperatures, and the antiparallel configura
of the magnetizations, the critical current in the FS/I /FS
junction may exceed that of the Josephson junction in
absence of the exchange field.

II. FERROMAGNETIC SUPERCONDUCTOR

Consider a FS/I /FS junction structure of two FS film
separated by very thin insulating layers. The FS film m
consists of aS/F bilayer on the assumption that the thickne
of the superconducting layer is smaller than the superc
ducting coherent length and that of the ferromagnetic la
smaller than the length of the condensate penetration into
ferromagnet.11 In this case, solutions of the superconducti
order parameter may be regarded as being independent o
coordinates and the influence of the ferromagnetic layer
superconductivity is not local. As a result, aS/F bilayer is
equivalent to an FS film with a homogeneous supercond
ing order parameterD and an effective exchange fieldh. As
has been given in Ref. 11,h is much smaller than that in a
isolated ferromagnetic film and of the same order of mag
tude as the effective value ofD. We adopt the BdG equatio
approach18 to study the superconducting order parame
D(T,h) in an FS film. In the absence of spin-flip scatterin
the four-component BdG equations are decoupled into
sets of two-component equations: one for the spin
eletronlike and spin-down holelike quasiparticle wave fun
tion (u↑ ,v↓), the other for (u↓ ,v↑).21 The BdG equation for
(u↑ ,v↓) is given by

S H02h D~T,h!

D!~T,h! 2H02hD S u↑
v↓

D 5ES u↑
v↓

D , ~1!

whereH0 is the single-particle Hamiltonian and the qua
particle energyE is measured relative to the Fermi ener
EF . The effective superconducting order parameterD(T,h)
is independent of the coordinates, but depends on the e
tive exchange field and temperature. From the BdG eq
tions, we get

us
25 1

2 @11A12D2~T,h!/~E1hsh!2#, ~2!

v s̄
2
5 1

2 @12A12D2~T,h!/~E2hs̄h!2#, ~3!

wherehs51 for s5↑ andhs521 for s5↓, ands̄ stands
for the spin opposite tos. The wave vectors of the electron
like and holelike quasiparticles are given by

ks
e5

A2m

\
@EF1A~E1hsh!22D2~T,h!#1/2, ~4!

ks̄
h
5

A2m

\
@EF2A~E2hs̄h!22D2~T,h!#1/2. ~5!

The order parameterD(T,h) of the FS film is determined
by the self-consistent equationD5g^C↑C↓&, whereg is the
13450
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effective attractive potential between electrons,C↑
5(k(gk↑uk↑2gk↓

1 vk↑* ) and C↓5(k(gk↓uk↓1gk↑
1 vk↓* ) with

gk↑ andgk↓ the Bogoliubov transformative operators.18 With
Eqs.~2! and~3! as well as the rules thatgk↑ andgk↓ obey,18

we obtain

15
g

2 (
k

S 12 f k↑
jk↑

2
f k↓
jk↓

D , ~6!

where

f ks5
1

exp@b~jks2hsh!#11
, ~7!

with jks5A(\2ks
e2/2m2EF)21D2(T,h) andb51/kBT the

inverse temperature. From Eqs.~6! and ~7!, the self-
consistent equation forD5D(T,h) is obtained as

lnS D0

D D5E
0

\v
D de

Ae21D2 S 1

exp@b~Ae21D22h!#11

1
1

exp@b~Ae21D21h!#11
D , ~8!

whereD05D(0,0) is the BCS gap at zero temperature and
the absence of the exchange field, andvD is the Debye fre-
quency. Ifh50 is taken in Eq.~8!, the formula is found to
reduce to Eq.~16.27! of Ref. 22. On the other hand, it fol
lows from Eq.~8! that atT50, D5D0 remains unchanged
for h,D0; ash is increased toD0 , D suddenly drops to zero
exhibiting a first-order phase transition from the superc
ducting state to normal state. This zero-temperature solu
that D5D0 for h,D0 and D50 for h.D0 has been ob-
tained previously.15,16At finite temperatures, it is found from
Eq. ~8! that D still has a sudden drop from a finite value
zero at a threshold ofh. Such a first-order phase transitio

FIG. 1. Phase digram in theh-T plane. The solid line indicates
the critical line for a first-order phase transition from supercondu
ing to normal state, and the dashed line stands for a boundary
above which there is no nonzero solution ofD(T,h) in Eq. ~8!.
7-2
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arises from the presence of an exchange field, similar to
superconducting transition in the presence of an app
magnetic field.

Figure 1 shows the phase diagram inh-T plane, indicating
superconducting and normal-state regions. The dashed
stands for the critical line below which there exists nonz
solution forD(T,h). From Eq.~8!, one would obtain multi-
valued solutions forD(T,h). Among them we take only one
branch of solutions, corresponding to the lowest thermo
namic potential, in determining each point of the dashed
in Fig. 1. In the region below the dashed line, howev
whether there is the superconducting state or the normal
depends on which state has lower thermodynamic poten
For this reason, we must calculate the difference in the t
modynamic potential between the superconducting s
Vs(T,h) and the normal stateVn(T,h). This difference may
be rewritten as the sum of three differences:Vs(T,h)
e
n
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y
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2 Vn(T,h) 5 @Vs(T,h) 2 Vs(T,0)# 1 @Vs(T,0) 2 Vn(T,0)#
1@Vn(T,0)2Vn(T,h)#. The first difference can be calcu
lated using the standard integral representation,23 namely,

Vs~T,h!2Vs~T,0!5E
0

1dl

l
^lĤ1&l , ~9!

whereVs(T,0) is the thermodynamic potential for the BC
Hamiltonian in the absence of the exchange field, a
^•••& denotes the ensemble average with the BCS Ham
tonian andlĤ1. In the present case,Ĥ1 should be taken as24

Ĥ15(
k

h~ck↑
† ck↑2ck↓

† ck↓!. ~10!

Substituting Eq.~10! into Eq. ~9!, we obtain
@Vs~T,h!2Vs~T,0!#/N~0!52E
0

h

duE
0

\vD
deS 1

11exp@b~AD2~T,u!1e21u!#
2

1

11exp@b~AD2~T,u!1e22u!#
D ,

~11!
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whereN(0) is the electronic density of states atEF . If D is
taken to be zero in Eq.~11!, we obtain the third difference in
the thermodynamic potential as

@Vn~T,0!2Vn~T,h!#/N~0!5h2. ~12!

In the absence ofh the thermodynamic potential differenc
between the superconducting and normal states has bee
culated previously, yielding23

@Vs~T,0!2Vn~T,0!#/N~0!

52
4

bE0

\vD
de ln@11exp~2bAD2~T,0!1e2!#

2
1

2
D2~T,0!S 112 lnF D0

D~T.0!G D1
p2

3b2
. ~13!

Combining Eqs.~11!–~13! with Eq. ~8!, we can evaluate
Vs(T,h)2Vn(T,h). The calculated result indicates th
Vs(T,h) is smaller thanVn(T,h) at smallh and at low tem-
peratures; with increasingh or T, the difference between
them decreases gradually. Ash and/orT are increased to a se
of critical values,h5hc andT5Tc , there will beVs(T,h)
5Vn(T,h). These sets of (hc ,Tc) form a critical line, as
shown by the solid line in Fig. 1, below which there is
stable superconducting state. In the region between the s
and dashed lines, even though there is nonzero solution fD
in Eq. ~8!, the system is still in the normal state due
Vs(T,h).Vn(T,h) there. It is worth mentioning that we ge
@Vs(0,h)2Vn(0,h)#/N(0)5h22D0

2/2 at T50, yielding hc

5D0 /A2, which is just the result obtained previously b
Clogston.17
cal-

lid

III. JOSEPHSON CURRENT IN FS ÕI ÕFS JUNCTIONS

In the FS/I /FS junction under consideration, two FS ele
trodes are assumed to be identical inD and h, except for a
phase difference, their magnetic moments being paralle
antiparallel to each other. The insulating layer is perpendi
lar to x axis and located atx50. The insulating barrier may
be modeled by ad-type potentialVd(x) whereV indicates
the barrier strength. Consider an electronlike quasipart
incident on the insulating barrier atx50 from the left FS.
With general solutions of the Eq.~1!, the wave functions are
given by

CLs~x!5eikLs
e xS uLseifL/2

vLs̄e2 ifL/2D 1as̄eik
Ls̄

h
xS vLs̄eifL/2

uLse2 ifL/2D
1bse2 ikLs

e xS uLseifL/2

vLs̄e2 ifL/2D ~14!

for x,0, and

CRs~x!5cseikRs
e xS uRseifR/2

vRs̄e2 ifR/2D 1ds̄e2 ik
Rs̄

h
xS vRs̄eifR/2

uRse2 ifR/2D
~15!

for x.0. Hereas , bs , cs andds correspond, respectively
to the coefficients, for the Andreev reflection,25 normal re-
flection, transmission to the right FS as electronlike qua
particles and transmission as holelike quasiparticles.fL and
fR stand for the macroscopic phase of the left and right
respectively. SubscriptL ~R! is the index for the left~right!
FS, and the spin indexs5↑ or ↓.

The wave functions must satisfy the boundary conditio
7-3
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CRs~x501!5CLs~x502!, ~16!

S dCRs

dx D
x501

2S dCLs

dx D
x502

5
2mV

\2
CRs~x501!.

~17!

From Eqs.~14!–~17!, we obtain

as~f,E!5
~E1hhs!~cosf21!2 iVs sinf

~E1hhs!22D2~T,h!cosf1ZVs
2

D~T,h!

~18!

for the parallel configuration, and

as~f,E!5
~E1hhs!cosf2~E2hhs!2 iVs sinf

~E22h2!2cosfD2~T,h!1ZV↑V↓
D~T,h!

~19!

for the antiparallel configuration. Heref5fR2fL , Z51
1mV/\2kF

2 , and Vs5A(E1hhs)22D2(T,h). Since h is
much smaller thanEF , we have made the approximation
k↑

e5k↓
e5k↑

h5k↓
h5kF with kF the Fermi wave vector of the

FS.
Having obtainedas(f,E), the Josephson current can b
r
lle
r
a

t
el

,

13450
calculated using the generalized coefficient of the Andre
reflectionas(f,ivn), which is obtained by analytic continu
ation of E to ivn , yielding5,20

I 5
ekBTD~T,h!

2\ (
vn

S a↑~f,ivn!2a↑~2f,ivn!

Vn↑

1
a↓~f,ivn!2a↓~2f,ivn!

Vn↓
D , ~20!

with Vns5A(vn1 ihhs)21D(T,h)2, and the Matsubara
frequencyvn52pkBT(n11/2).

Substituting Eq.~18! into Eq. ~20!, we obtain the Joseph
son current for the parallel configuration as

I P5
pkBTD2~T,h!sinf

eRN

3(
vn

vn
22h21aD2~T,h!

~vn
22h21aD2~T,h!!214vn

2h2
~21!

with a5(cosf1Z)/(11Z) and RN the normal-state
resistance.20 Similarly, we obtain the Josephson current f
the antiparallel configuration as
I AP5
pkBTD2~T,h!

eRN
(
vn

~11Z!sinf

vn
21h21cosfD2~T,h!1ZA~vn

22h21D2~T,h!!214v2h2
. ~22!
th
two

. 2
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In Eqs. ~21! and ~22!, the superconducting gapD(T,h) de-
pends on both the temperatureT and exchange fieldh, its
value being determined by Eq.~8!. For given T and h, a
substitution of the solution forD(T,h) into Eqs. ~21! and
~22! yields the Josephson currentsI P and I AP .

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

If h is taken to be zero in Eqs.~21! and ~22!, we haveI
5I P5I AP , yielding

I 5
pkBTD2~T,0!sinf

eRN
(
vn

1

vn
21aD2~T,0!

, ~23!

which is in agreement with Eq.~20! of Ref. 20. However, in
the presence ofh, the Josephson currents of the junction a
different from each other for the parallel and antipara
configurations. Figures 2 and 3 show numerical results foI P
and I AP , respectively, as functions of the exchange field
different temperatures in the superconducting region. I
found that for the parallel configuration, the exchange fi
always suppresses the critical currentI p , regardless of
whether the barrier strength is weak@Z51 in Fig. 2~a!# or
strong@Z55 in Fig. 2~b!#. For the antiparallel configuration
the situation is somewhat different. With increasingh, the
critical current I AP decreases for weak barrier strength@Z
e
l

t
is
d

51 in Fig. 3~a!# or at higher temperature@dashed lines in
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#, but increases for strong barrier streng
(Z55) and at low temperatures, as shown by the upper
lines in Fig. 3~b!. The interesting effect thatI AP increases
with h has been recently reported in Ref. 11, in which Fig
is very similar to the present Fig. 3~b!. It is worth pointing
out here that this effect holds only for strong barrier streng
low temperatures, and the antiparallel configuration. It is e
ily seen that, in the largeZ limit ( z→` anda51), Eqs.~21!
and~22! in this paper are reduced just to Eqs.~7! and~8! of
Ref. 11, respectively. With decreasedZ, the Andreev reflec-
tion coefficients become large gradually and the excha
field always suppressesI P and I AP . The temperature is an
other important factor of changing the critical currents a
an increase inT always giving rise to a decrease inI P and
I AP , as shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

In Figs. 4 and 5 the temperature dependences of the
sephson critical currentsI P and I AP are plotted for different
h. With increasing temperature,I P andI AP decrease and drop
to zero atTc(h), which is lower thanTc(h50). Such a sud-
den drop inI P or I AP in the presence ofh results due to a
drop inD(T,h) from a finite value to zero atTc(h), at which
there is a first-order phase transition from a superconduc
state with finiteD(T,h) to a normal state ofD50. Tc(h), at
which the Josephson current drops to zero, shown by Fig
depending neither on the magnitude ofZ nor on the magnetic
7-4
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configuration of the two FS’s, as seen in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig
3~b! shows a feature that for strong barrier strengthZ
55), I AP increases withh at low temperatures but decreas
at higher temperatures.

In Figs. 6 and 7, the phase dependences of the Josep
critical currentsI p andI a are, respectively, plotted for differ
enth. It is found that the relation ofI P (I AP) proportional to
sinf holds only for strong barrier strength (Z55), while for
small Z there is a big departure from this relation, as sho
in Figs. 6 and 7. This is becausea5(cosf11)/(11Z) ap-

FIG. 2. Dependence of the normalized critical current onh for
different temperatures:kBT/D050.01 ~solid line!, 0.1 ~dotted line!,
0.2 ~short-dashed line!, and 0.3~long-dashed line!, in the case of a
parallel orientation. Heref5p/2, Z51 ~a! andZ55 ~b!.

FIG. 3. The same dependence as in Fig. 2 in the case o
antiparallel orientation.
13450
re

son

n

pearing in Eqs.~21!–~23! depends strongly on cosf for
smallZ, while a is very weakly dependent on cosf for large
Z and tends towardsa51. Besides, since the exchange fie
is much smaller thanEF , the Josephson junctions do n
change from zero junction top junction.

In summary we have calculated the phase diagram in
h-T plane for a ferromagnetic superconductor. Two nec
sary conditions are required for the coexistence of superc
ductivity and ferromagnetism; one is that there is a nonz
solution for the superconducting order parameter in the

an

FIG. 4. Dependence of the normalized critical current onT for
different exchange fields:h/D050 ~solid line!, 0.3 ~dotted line!,
and 0.6~dashed line!, in the case of a parallel orientation. Heref
5p/2, Z51 ~a! andZ55 ~b!.

FIG. 5. The same dependence as in Fig. 4 in the case o
antiparallel orientation.
7-5
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ergy gap equation, the other is that the thermodynamic
tential in the superconducting state should be lower than
in the normal state. The Josephson current in a FS/I /FS tun-
nel junction has been analytically obtained as a function
the temperature, exchange field, and the insulating ba
strength. It is found that an increase in temperature alw
gives rise to a suppression of the critical current for eith
parallel (I P) or antiparallel (I AP) configuration. As the ex-
change field is increased,I P always decreases, butI AP may
increases at low temperatures and for the strong ba

FIG. 6. Dependence of the normalized Josephson current on
phase difference for different exchange fields:h/D050 ~solid line!,
0.3 ~dotted line!, and 0.6~dashed line!, in the case of a paralle
orientation. HereZ51 and kBT/D050.01 ~a!, Z51 and T/Tc

50.2 ~b!, Z55 andkBT/D050.01 ~c!, andZ55 andT/Tc50.2.
tt.

te
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13450
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strength. For weak barrier strength, the Josephson curr
~both I P andI AP) have a big departure from the sinf depen-
dence. With the increased barrier strength, the sinf depen-
dence of the Josephson current is gradually recovered.
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